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Summary: 

In an interview with AspenTech’s OJ

the importance of product efficiency and highlighted th

the key solution for petroleum and petrochemical companies is to adopt optimized systems that 

enables businesses to make faster and better decisions to increase production efficiency. 

respect, AspenTech helps companies decide in a seamless and agile m

 

To combat industry volatility, AspenTech

software helps companies optimize business processes across th

companies can predict scenarios more accurately to maximiz

has a new crude assay management fu

from within the solution. Aspen Petroleum Scheduler also

schedule to optimize a production plan with Aspen P

With an integrated aspenONE sol

optimizing their engineering, manufacturing and supply chain o

increase capacity, improve margins, reduce costs and become more energy efficient. 

 

Kwon highlighted that Aspen PIMS has been adopted by more than 70% petroleum 

petrochemical companies to achieve 

AspenTech’s solution, customers maximize profitability by improving crude purchase decisions.
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s OJ Kwon, Senior Principal Business Consultant, Kwon

tance of product efficiency and highlighted the need to stay competitive. He

e key solution for petroleum and petrochemical companies is to adopt optimized systems that 

enables businesses to make faster and better decisions to increase production efficiency. 

respect, AspenTech helps companies decide in a seamless and agile manner. 

, AspenTech’s Petroleum and Petrochemical Planning & Scheduling 

companies optimize business processes across the supply chain. Kwon added that 

companies can predict scenarios more accurately to maximize their margins with Aspen PIMS, which 

has a new crude assay management functionality allowing planners to add, modify and recut assays 

pen Petroleum Scheduler also generates the most flexible production 

e to optimize a production plan with Aspen PIMS and Aspen Refinery Multi-Blend Optimizer.

an integrated aspenONE solution, process manufacturers can implement best practice for 

gineering, manufacturing and supply chain operations. This helps

increase capacity, improve margins, reduce costs and become more energy efficient.  

Aspen PIMS has been adopted by more than 70% petroleum 

chemical companies to achieve worldclass optimization best practice. He concluded

, customers maximize profitability by improving crude purchase decisions.
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